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David Hasselhoff - True Survivor
Tom: G

            Am
Dominos falling
Am
Riot in the streets
           G
Baby this time there's no retreat
           Am
There's no surrender

  Am
A devil is rising
  Am
A shadow from the past
            G                               Am
Feeding the flames, the fire on the edge of fury

F          G
  All the time
        G              D
Running in and out of time
          F              G                Am
Hear the ticking on the countdown clocks tonight

Am               Am
Go we need some, go we need some
Am                                 G     F
Action, if we gonna make it like a true survivor
               Am
We need some action
                            G        F
If we wanna take our love away from here
          Am
We need a - living passion
Am
   To believe in, burning hearts and a brand new feeling
Am
Action
                            G      F
If we gonna make it like a true survivor
Am
Whoah
Am
Calling from the ashes - the phoenix rise again
              G                                  Am
Fighting for life, for good, for all that we believe in
Am
Go we need some, go we need some
Am                                  G     F
Action, if we gonna make it like a true survivor
             Am

We need some action
                           G         F
If we wanna take our love away from here
          Am
We need a - living passion
      Am
To believe in, burning hearts and a brand new feeling
Am
Action
                            G     F
If we gonna make it like a true survivor
Am                 Am                          Am
  The hero stands alone, when all is said and done
                  D             Em
The enemies has fallen one by one

F          G
  All the time
        G              D
Running in and out of time
          F              G                Am
Hear the ticking on the countdown clocks tonight

Am               Am
Go we need some, go we need some
Am
Action, (yeaaah)
Am
Action,(wheyaee)
Am
Action
                            G     F
If we gonna make it like a true survivor
Am
We need some action
                           G         F
If we wanna take our love away from here
          Am
We need a - living passion
      Am
To believe in, burning hearts and a brand new feeling
Am
Action
                            G     F
If we gonna make it like a true survivor
Am
True survivor, whoahoh
Am
True survivor
Am
True survivor
Am
True survivor
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